Approved Environmental and Sustainable Policy, Ethics & History Courses

**HIS 350R** (Environmental History of N. America)

**PHL 325C** (Environmental Ethics)

**SOC 321K** (Environmental Sociology)

**SOC 323S** (Building the Sustainable City)

**GRG 331K** (Nature, Society, and Adaptation)

**GRG 334** (Conservation, Resources & Technology)

**GRG 336C** (National Parks)

**GRG 339K** (Environment, Development & Food Production)

**GRG 340D** (Political Ecology)

**GRG 342C** (Sustainable Development)

**GRG 344K** (Global Food, Farming & Hunger)

**GRG 356** (pre-approved topics only):
- Archaeology of Climate Change
- Children’s Health and the Environment
- Environmental Health
- Water Resources in Latin America

**GRG 356C** (Geo-Archaeology & Envir. History)

**GRG 356T** (pre-approved topics only):
- Farming, Food & Global Hunger
- Global Health, Local Health
- Human Health & the Environment
- Current Applications & Ethics of Digital Spatial Technologies

**MNS 367K** (Human Exploration & Exploitation of the Sea)

**BIO 337** (Renewable Resources: Envir/Future)

**Study Abroad Options:**

**GRG 368D** (Envir-Cultural Dynamics in Botswana – Botswana)

**BIO 337** (Land Use Issues in Rainforest Conservation – Costa Rica)

**GRG 323K** (S. America: Nature, Society & Sustainability – Ecuador)

**J 346F** (Reporting on our Changing Environment – Australia)

---

1 On the 2010-2012 and 2012-2014 catalogs, MNS 367K is approved to satisfy the EVS Climates and Oceans requirement; beginning on the 2014-2016 catalog, MNS 367K was moved to count toward the EVS Environmental and Sustainable Policy, Ethics and History requirement.
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